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Sex, Money and Getting Old; Top Reasons for
Getting Divorced

There is article after article and study  after study  listing the Top Reasons for Divorce.  Here are my

“unscientific” Top Reasons for Div orce.

cou r tesy  of
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1) Sex.  The complaint is either one wants too much, one wants too little, or one is hav ing it with

someone they  are not supposed to.  Frequently  its a combination of all 3 .

2) Money.  The complaint here is that one has too little, one wants too much, or one is sharing it with

someone they  are not supposed to, or spending on something they  should not, or spending money  they

don’t hav e…

3) Getting Old.  This complaint can refer to;  a) the concept of the relationship getting old, losing its

“new car smell,” becoming incompatible,  or it can refer to b) the parties actually  getting old and,

ty pically , the fellow trading his current spouse for a newer, y ounger model.  Crass, but true.

 Additionally , getting old can refer to c) the bad habits, the nagging, the actions that y ou used to be

able to tolerate from y our spouse, but hav e gotten on y our nerv es so much that y ou can no longer take

it.

These are frequent reasons that cause div orce, or at least contribute to the cause of div orce.

What else do you see as a primary reason for divorce? Post in

Comments or Email.
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